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Abstract. Personalized information services have become a typical information 
product offered online on different media, but mainly the web. After a short 
definition of personalized information services we propose a modelling 
formalism, defining  the building blocks for the production of personalized 
services and is applicable as “glue” between business processes modelling and 
software engineering. Within this paper we will instance this model for a very 
simple personalization method and show how the former elaborated model 
could be mapped on a three-tier software architecture. Finally it is shown that 
these architecture eases the personalized delivery on different output channels 
(f.i. HTML, WML and VoiceXML), based on one single content repository. 

Introduction to Personalized Information Service 

Need for personalization 

Personalized delivery of content is gaining importance, which is reflected in 
ongoing research. A huge number of such services are not primarily designed as 
information product like a newspaper. Mostly the services are designed to cope with 
1:1 marketing aspects [1, 2]. Nevertheless the added value for publisher as well as for 
consumers of such information services is proved [3] and could be traded as part of 
value-added-publishing strategies [4]. As common subset of definitions which could 
be found in literature [5,6,7], we could state that personalized information services are 
service which deliver the right information at the right time on a media preferred by 
the consumer [8]. Information is considered in the following as multimedia 
information (text, audio and video) as proposed by Smyth [9]. Furthermore, we 
assume publishers in the right position to produce and deliver such services.  

Definition of personalized information services 

As stated before, lots of services are labelled personalized service. A definition 
based on common characteristics will result in a generic definition like 



“Personalization is a service provided based on a user profile”. Which individual 
services generated using this profiles is still uncertain. The definition as follows  (c.f. 
[3]) tries to integrate the dimensions found in definitions cited before: 

• process 
• user interest (textual) 
• demand in schedule 
• demand in media 

 
Def. 1: A Personalized Information Service is a service towards a 

customer comprising 
1. filtering of information out of former gathered and qualified 

information regarding users textual interest 
2. presentation of this information using a user defined time schedule 

and media appropriate with recent user environment. 
 
This brings us back a definition saying “personalized information services are 

services which deliver the right information at the right time on a media preferred by 
the consumer” [8]. 

Production of Personalized Information Services applying the mass 
customization paradigm 

The production of information services 

As for other products, the production process became part of competition in the 
media market [10]. Most of the efforts spent in research on production of media and 
information services focussed on “media independent publishing” strategies [11], 
which are quite often referred to as Cross-Media-Publishing ([12] or [13]). Hand in 
Hand with this developments it became standard to handle media elements in 
different formats and media during the production process as text, audio and video 
material [14]. To stick to this paradigm of cross-media publishing, markuplanguages 
as SGML and nowadays XML became common to handle and integrate the different 
media elements and to define a semantic structure for the information [15]. As the 
distribution media for information products lost focus in the production chain, more 
attention was spent to focus on market demands and target groups on information 
level [10]. The editorial work got more attention [14] but the discussion still sticks to 
the production of mass-media  [16].  

Modelling mass customized information services 

We start setting up a theoretical framework by modelling the product to be 
produced. Same as for other customized or individual products, we assume 
modularity to be a crucucial factor for efficient production [17]. Therefore we assume 
a a building block structure [18] as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1.: Building blocks for personalized informtion service 

Depending on the user profile, the product shipped to the consumer consists of 

templates ( �� ∈
L

) which aggregate building blocks ( �� ∈
ML , ). �  and �  are 

sets of all available templates and building blocks. A building block represents a 
functional cluster (f.i. show teasers). So a building block may select a set of 

documents from the content repository ( � ) and renders it. Please note that this 
assignment of documents is not fixed. The doted line should indicate that the building 
block is dynamically populated with content, taking the user profile under 
consideration. Further to the documents, a building block may contain links (� ). 
Links are relations between instances of templates. Finally a building block may 
contain user interfaces for functions as login etc.. The example shown in Fig. 2  
illustrates the construction of a sample home page with these building blocks. 

Knowing about the structure helps to investigate the production process for 
personalized information services. We start with the personalization itself. It could be 
easily modelled starting with a generic information retrieval model as proposed e.g. 
by Fuhr [19] ( for further formalisms see f.i. [20]). This model shown in Fig.3 shows 
that Documents �  are in real world in certain relations �  to user queries � . In 

order to process them electronically, both real world entities have to be mapped to a 
digital representation (i.e. for vector space retrieval or an onthology based 
classification). This is done by the functions α . The resulting digital representations  

could be optmized by β at runtime to a representation appropriate for the particular 

information retrieval concept applied (i.e. handling of sparse matrices). Finally, the 
information retrieval is done by applying the information retrieval function 

���� →×Θ : , which result in a rank of the documents with regard to a users 
query.  



 

Fig. 2.: Sample of Buildingblock Structure 
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Fig. 3.: Information Retrieval Modell [19].  

Personalization could be seen in fact as such an information retrieval process. The 
user query have to be seen as a set of user queries defining the users profile. But as 
seen,  users preferences could contain much more than textual interest [3]. Therefore 
we define a user query as a data structure and a couple of methods to tailor this data 
structure: 

The first component (
S

� ) of the vector is containing the description of 

preferences in contents (e.g. tennis). The second component (
S

� ) contains a media 

preference for this (i.e. WAP), while the last component (
S

� ) defines a schedule. So 



a user could profile his interest, e.g. for “business news every morning on the PDA”.  
To give the user the chance to tailor its profile, we introduced two functions to change 

the digital representation of the user profile. The first ( )(~
34 �α ) is intended for 

manually changing a profile. The second one ( )(ˆ �
34

α ) is aimed to tailor the user 

profile with document representations (i.e. TF vectors). This can be used to tailor the 
user profile applying relevance feedback methodologies [20, 21].  
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Fig. 4.  Extended IR Modell for modelling user profiles 

Further to this, the information retrieval model results in a ranking of contents. For 
personalized information services we have to result in an information product as 
modelled in Fig. 2.. So we extended the IR Modell again by the building blocks of a 
personalized information service (c.f. Fig. 1.) and resulting in a the model shown in 
Fig. 5. 

In this model the user requests information from a certain media at a given 
schedule. The presentation function ),,( ���℘  renders the information product 

making use of the building block structure defined before. So a template appropriate 
with the requested media is called which contains several building blocks. This 
building blocks make use of the information retrieval function and retrieve the 
relevant documents (as in the standard IR Modell). While �  is the digital 
representation for information retrieval (computed by α ), the digital representation 

of the documents �  contains all material of an article elaborated during the editorial 
process. To tailor it for the special need in the building block, a filter � is employed 

by the function ),( ��φ . This filters extract f.i. only the headline and the first 

paragraph for a teaser presentation (In fact �  and �  are realized as XML and XSLT 
documents in the later described application). 

For the editorial processing, we introduce the editor function ),( 	�
'

ε , which is 

used to markup a document in the real word according to a given document type 
definition  , which defines the document structure. Due to the fact that  , � , �  
and � are not static, we defined design functions δ  for this purpose. The user 

interfaces to the user profile functions ( )( 34 �α , )(~
34 �α , )(ˆ �

34
α  and )(�λ  ) 

are collected in the set 
0

�  for easy notation purpose. 
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Fig. 5.  Model of production and provision of personalized information services 

Now we modelled all components needed to produce and provide personalized 
information services. The use of this model is manifold. We can use the model for 
requirements engineering by assigning model elements to production and workflow 
processes (c.f. [22]). Secondly, we can use the model for software engineering 
purpose by implementing the components. Our model eases this, cause dependencies 
of model components became transparent. But the greatest use is the mediation 
between requirements engineering and software engineering.  

Employing the model 

To show an instance of the former introduced formal model, we will employ the 
model for a very simple personalization application. The user checks on a multiple 
choice form, whether he is interested in certain categories or not. We assume that the 
contents were manually classified according the same classification scheme within the 
newsroom. 

Let ),( �
=��  be a tree.  
  are the leaves of this tree and reflecting the 

categories. The edges { }
��
�
MLML

≤≤∈= ,1;,|),(  allow to order the 

leaves hirarchically. The manual assignments of documents to leaves form a relation 

�
� 0

'
×⊂  between documents and leaves (vgl. [23]). This relations represents 

the digital representation of the Documents �  and the mapping function 
'

α  is the 



manual assignment.  As mentioned before the user is asked to fill a multiple choice 
form in order to assign himself to parts of the tree �� . Thus a relation 

�
� 0

4 ×⊂  is established and defines 
S

� , the component of the user profile 

describing the users textual interest. The retrieval function θ  could now be easily 

computed by evaluating the product of the relations, thus θ  =  
'4 �� � . Table 1 

shows the use of model components in  a multi-tiered-architecture for the buiding 
block which is used to select and present teasers to the consumer. 
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Table 1. : Definition of a building block 

 
Within the European funded research project PEACH, several other Information 

Retrieval and classification methodologies were applied, as semantic classification 
and full text retrieval. The former presented model allowed us to compare these 
methods mutually. Further more we placed elements of the former mentioned 
personalization model in business process models (c.f. [22]). As a result you can see 
that f.i. manual classification causes bigger efforts in the editorial process and in the 



end limits the user to a small number of categories. In comparison 
automatic/semiautomatic classification causes rather no efforts for the editors,  but is 
not easy to set up and to understand by the end users. Fulltext search causes again no 
additional efforts, the users are not mapped on a comparable classification scheme 
which makes recommendation and collaboration more difficult. 

Implementations 

As shown in the example the model could be easily transferred  to a 3-tier software 
architecture [24, 25].  

This approach ensures that the business logic components could be reused for 
several media, by handling the particular presentation in the presentation layer. The 
data layer comprises the atomic information. The business objects are designed to 
deal with basic functionality which can be easily embedded in the presentation layer 
and which encapsulates the data layer from direct access. This is extremely important 
for critical functions (i.e. dealing with the user profile), cause business rules i.e. for 
handling privacy issues have to be defined and validated once.  

We realised these objects as COM objects which could be used by ASP scripts.  
The business objects fosters the programmer to the following process shown in Fig 6.. 
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Fig. 6.  The overall process of selecting and formatting contents could be shown as follows 

First the information is selected by bringing user and content object together (this 
results in a set of contents appropriate for the recent user). Following to this the 
contents could be formatted within ASP pages (or any other COM capable scripting 
or programming language). Applying this principle, it became possible to easy 
generate different forms of personalized information (f.i. HTML and VoiceXML): 

 



WWW 

‘SELECT 

<% 

Set CO = 
CreateObject("ContentObject.ContentClass") 

SET rs_contents_caption = 
CO.Select_My_Categories(UO.UserID,"<web>") 

%> 

‘FORMAT in HTML  

<% 

While Not qry_return.EOF 

   response.write "<a         
href='sample1.asp?Category=" & 
qry_return("ID")& "'>" & qry_return("Name") 
& "</a><br>" 

   qry_return.MoveNext 

Wend 

%> 

 

VoiceXML 

‘SELECT 
<% 

Set CO = 
CreateObject("ContentObject.ContentClass") 

SET rs_contents_caption = 
CO.Select_My_Categories(UO.UserID,"<Voice>") 

%> 

 

‘FORMAT in VoiceXML 

<menu id="nyc_menu" dtmf="true"> 

  <prompt> 

   <audio src="jingle.wav" /> 



    Hi, <%=UO.User%> 

 My PEACH daily news have the      
following categories for you 

  </prompt> 

  <enumerate> 

    For <value expr="_prompt"/>, press   
    <value expr="_dtmf"/> 

  </enumerate> 

<% 

  do while not rs_contents_caption.EOF 
    response.write "<choice 
    next=’http://lt-tir/peach- 
    system/test/teaser_vxml.asp? 
    category="& rs_contents_caption("ID") 
    &"’>" &  rs_contents_caption("Name")  

    response.write "<grammar>" &  
    rs_contents_caption("Name") & 
    "</grammar>" & "</choice>" 

    rs_contents_caption.movenext 

  loop 

 %> 

Table 2. Scripting of personalized navigation for HTML and VoiceXML browsers 

Conclusion 

After an introduction into personalized information services, the text presented a 
formal modelling method to describe personalized information services from an 
abstract and modular view. To prove its viability the model was applied for 
personalization based on categorized text’s and user’s. The model presented was 
mapped on a 3-tier architecture and a short introduction into the resulting object-
oriented technology could be given. Finally the resulting business objects were shown 
“in action”, to produce an personalized HTML and VoiceXML navigation based on a 
single content repository. In addition to the sample application refered to in this text, 
the model proved its viability within the PEACH project funded by the European 
Commission’s IST programme (IST-1999-11345). 
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